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Abstract

Multi-modal interfaces have been proposed as a way to capture the ease and expressivity
of natural communication. Interfaces of this sort allow users to communicate with
computers through combinations of speech, gesture, touch, expression, etc. A critical
problem in developing such an interface is integrating these different inputs (e.g., spoken
sentences, pointing gestures, etc.) into a single interpretation. For example, in combining
speech and gesture, a system must relate each gesture to the appropriate part of the
sentence. We are investigating this problem as it arises in our talk and touch interfaces,
which combine full-sentence speech and screen-touching. Our solution, which has been
implemented in two completed prototypes, uses multi-modal semantic grammars to match
screen touches to speech utterances. Through this mechanism, our systems can easily
support wide variations in the speech patterns used to indicate touch references.
Additionally, they can ask specific focused questions to the user in the event of an inability
to understand the input. They earl also incorporate other semantic information, such as
contextual references or references to previous sentence referents, through this single
unified approach. Our two prototypes appear effective in providing a straightforward and
powerful interface to novice computer users.

1. Talk and touch interfaces

Natural human dialogue is a lot more than sequences of words. Context, gestures, expressions,
and implicit knowledge all play a considerable role in conveying complex thoughts and ideas in a
discussion. These factors clarify the language, fill in the gaps, and disambiguate the spoken words
themselves.

CSTaR’s talk and touch project is attempting to incorporate information of this sort into an
intelligent interface based on full-sentence speech recognition and touch-screen sensing~

[Krulwich and Burkey, 1994]. Consider the following utterances, in the context of a typical
electronic mail system:

1. Read this message (with a corresponding touch to a message header)

t Our screen touches can be easily replaced with mouse clicks, etc.
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2. Send a message to him (with a corresponding touch to a name)
3. Send a message to him (without a touched name)
4. Forward this message to him and Bill (two touches: one message, one name)
5. Forward this message to him and Bill (with only a touched message)

In each of these cases, the system has to match the touched objects (references to messages or
people) to the ambiguous slots in the sentence. In cases 3 and 5 there are more potential
references to touched objects than there are screen touches, so additional inference is required to
determine the missing information from context, or at least determine specifically which
information is unspecified.

This paper discusses the approach to these issues that is embodied in our two talk and touch
prototypes. The f’trst, an interface to a typical e-mail system shown in figure 1, allows commands
such as those listed above. We use this system to introduce and illustrate our approach in section
2. The second, a video communications manager shown briefly in figure 2, supports commands
for establishing video calls and multi-point video-conferences, sending and receiving multLrnedia
e-mail, and sharing and manipulating documents during a video-conference. We discuss this
second system in detail in section 3.

2. Multi-modal semantic grammars

The first step in our approach to developing an integrated interpretation of speech and screen
touches is to parse the spoken text into a multi-modal semantic grammar,z In general, semantic
grammars are language grammars that parse text into semantic components instead of syntactic
ones [Burton, 1976]. For example, a typical syntactic grammar would parse the sentence forward
the new message from John to Bill and my team into syntactic constructs such as subject, verb,
direct object, and prepositional phrase. A semantic grammar, on the other hand, would parse it in
terms of semantic constructs such as command, message specification, author, and recipients.
This allows for easier and more accurate interpretation, as well as improving performance through
early application of semantic constraints.

We have extended this idea by adding semantic constructs to the grammar that refer to other
sources of input information, such as screen touches, as well as those that refer to context. For
example, the sentence "forward this message to Bill and Chad" would be parsed to recognize
that "this message" is not only a message specification, but is also a reference either to a touched
screen object or to a particular contextually-significant message.

A sample grammar of this sort, for top-level commands in our e-mail prototype, is shown in figure
3. The grammar defines nodes, or "tags," (shown in angled brackets) that correspond to blocks
of text in the input string. Each tag can be seen as a slot that may be filled by a portion of an
input sentence. Instead of the phrase from him being recognized as a prepositional phrase, as it
might with a syntactic grammar, it can be recognized as an author of a message (the tag

2 Issues relating to speech recognition are discussed in section 4. In our discussion here we assume that the spoken

cormnands have been recognized ,and are available in text form.
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Figure 1: A prototype talk and touch e-mail system workspace

<fromPerson>), and in particular as a reference to a touched person on the screen (the tag
<pointPerson>). The following are some of the tags used in parsing the sentence forward this
message to Bill and Chad, and their corresponding text:

<sentence> = "forward this message to Bill and Chad"
<cmdForward> = "forward this message to Bill and Chad"
<message> = "this message"
<pointltem> = "this message"
<rePeople> = "to Bill and Chad"
<people> = "Bill and Chad"

:;~.~:.~--

m
Figure 2: A video communications manager system
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<sentence> ::= <cmdFozxvard> I <cmdReply> I <cmdltem> I <cmdCheck>
I <cmdReadMessage> I <cmdReadWhich> I <cmdWho> I <cmdWhols>
I <cmdDelete> I <cmdScrol]>.

<cmdForward> ::= <forward> <message> <toPeople> I <forward> <toPeople>
I <forward> <message.> I <forward> .

<cmdRepfy> ::= <create> <reply> TO <message,> I <create,> <reply> TO <person>
I <reply> TO <message,> l <reply> TO <person>
I <create> <reply> I <reply>.

<cmdItem> ::= <create> <item> <rePeople> I <create> <item>.
<cmdCheck> ::= <check> <new> MAIL FROM MY <groups>

I <check> <new> MESSAGES FROM MY <groups>
I <check> <new> MAIL I <check> <new> MESSAGES.

<cmdReadMessage> ::= <read> <message>.
<cmdReadWhich> ::= <read> THE <which> <item> <fromPerson>

I <read> THE <which> <item>.
<cmdWho> ::= <who> RECEIVED <message> I <who> GOT <message>

f <who> WAS SENT <message>.
<c~ndWhoIs> ::= <whols> <person>.
<cmdDelete,> ::= <delete> <message>.
<cmdScroll> ::= <scroll> <direction> BY <number> I <scroll> <direction>.
<message> ::= <pointltem> I THE <new> <item> <fromPerson> I THE <item> <fromPe~son>

I <msgNum> I THE <new> <reply> <fromPex~on> I THE <reply> <fx~nPerson>.
<pointltem> ::= <pointWhich> <item> l <pointWhicl~ <reply> I <pointWhich>.
<msgnum> ::= <item> NUMBER <number>.
<polntwhich> ::= THIS I THAT.
<item> ::= MESSAGE I NOTE I LE’ITER.
<toPeople> ::= TO <people>.
<people> ::= <peopleItem> I <people, Item> AND <people>.
<peopleItem> ::= <person> I <groups> I MY <groups>.
<fromPerson> ::= FROM <person>.
<person> ::= <pointperson> I <name> I <me>.
<pointperson> ::= HIM I HER I HE I SHE I <pointwhich> PERSON.
<name> ::--- PAULA [ BILL I BRUCE I CHAD.
<create> ::= CREATE A I CREATE A NEW I SEND A I SEND A NEW.
<check> ::= CHECK FOR I SCAN FOR I DO I HAVE ANY I READ MY.
<new> ::= NEW I UNREAD.
<next> ::= NEXT I NEXT <new>.
<previous> ::= PREVIOUS I PREVIOUS <new>.
<which> ::= <next> f <previous>.
<who> ::= TELL ME WHO <else> I TELL ME WHO.
<direction> ::= UP I DOWN.
<groups> ::= FRIENDS I TEAM.

Figure 3: A partial multi-modal semantic _grammar for e-marl commands

A background assumption that we are making is that the spoken text and the screen touches
cannot be matched temporally. If our systems could simply compare the times that particular
words were spoken with the times of the screen touches, it court of course determine an a priori
most likely match between the touches and their referents. Unfortunately, the current state of the
market in speech technology makes accurate time-stamping of multiple input modalities
impossible. More importantly, informal studies have shown a tendency for people to have their
screen touches lag behind their spoken references. For both reasons, more inference is required to
match spoken references with screen touches.
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The second interpretation step, then, is to match the multi-modal references in the parse to the
touched screen objects. The simplest case, of course, is when the number of screen touches
matches the number of multi-modal tags. In this case, the references in the command are resolved
with the appropriate components of the touched objects. For example, suppose the spoken
command is ’forward this message to him and her," and three screen objects were touched. The
system determines that a <cmdForward> was given, and sees that the <message> tag refers to a
<pointWhich>. This is interpreted by resolving the <pointWhich> with the first screen touch,
which is to a message. The system then sees that the <toPeople> contains two <pointPerson>
tags, soit resolves the two recipients of the message with the second and third screen touches by
checking that the two touched objects have assecmted names. The system then executes the
FORWARD command with the given message and destination names.

The type checking of this resolution is significant, and is crucial to proper handling of more
complex situations. Many objects and words on the screen can be interpreted in a number of
ways. In the e-mail system workspace shown in figure 1, for example, the name of a message
author might be touched as a reference to the person as an author, or as a recipient, or instead to
the message itself. This is even more apparent in more complex domains, in which, for example, a
document icon may indicate a reference to the document itself, its author, its project, or its
purpose.

In our previous example, "forward this message to him and her;" suppose that there are two
recorded screen touches, both of which are to message indicators and could thus refer to either a
message or its author. The system parses the message into the multi-modal semantic grammar
from figure 3, and determines that the spoken command is a <cmdForward>, that the <message>
is a <pointltem>, and that the recipients are two <pointPerson>s. The system then attempts to
resolve the three references to screen touches with the two actual screen touches, and realizes that
a simple one-to-one mapping is not possible.

The system then checks the previous command to see what messages or people were referenced,
to use this context to resolve our current references. If the previous command refered primarily
to a message, as is most likely, the system will assume that the current command is referring to
the message from the previous command, and that our two screen touches are resolving the
recipients of the message. If, on the other hand, the previous command is purely person-oriented
(e.g., who is he), the system will assume that the previously referred-to person is one of the
recipients, and resolve the fn’st screen touch with the message to forward, and the second with the
second recipient.

If, on the other hand, the first screen touch was to a person’s name, it could not be interpreted as
pointing to a message. In this case, both touches are assmned to refer to recipients, and the
message has to be determined from context. If there is no way to determine the message, the user
will be asked to specify the message. Because the system was able to interpret the bulk of the
command, the question posed to the user can be quite focused, such as "Which message do you
want to forward to Chad and Bill?"
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Figure 4: A communications workspace

In general, the greater the disparity between spoken references to touched objects and the actual
screen touches, the more inference may be needed to interpret the command, and the greater the
likelihood of having to ask the user questions before proceeding. Our goal in atl these cases has
bcen to utilize whatever information is available to construct a partial interpret the sentence, and
to bc able to ask the user as focused a question as possible. While the heuristics we have been
discussing are only some of many that arc possible, we have found in practice that our system is
almost always able to correctly interpret ambiguous commands from beginning users.

3. A second prototype: Video communications management

Our second talk and touch prototype, a video communications manager, is shown in figure 4.
The system supports commands to start and end video calls or multi-point video conferences, to
play and send multimcdia mail messages, to share and manipulate documents during video
conferences, and so on. Our goals in developing this prototype were threefold. First, we wanted
to apply talk and touch interfaces to a domain that was inherently verbal and visual, as opposed to
a domain like e-mall that was inherently text oriented. Second, we wanted to increase the number
of types of objects that could bc referenced multi-modally, while decreasing the number of
potentially ambiguous references in our spoken commands. Third, we wanted to integrate our
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<sentence> ::= <agent> <command> I <command>.
<command> ::= <cmdCall> I <cmdSend> i <cmdPickup> I <cmdHangup> I <cmdPlay>.
<cmdPlay> -:= <play> <message>.
<cmdSend> ::= SEND <toPeople> A <measagzType>

I SEND <toPeople,> A <messageType> <msgTytm>
I SEND A <messagcType> TO <toPeople>
I SEND A <messageTyp¢> TO <toPeopIe> <msgType>.

<cmdPickup> ::= ANSWER <call>l PICK UP <call>l SHOW <call>l PICK <itCall> UP I PICK IT UP.
<cmdCall> ::= CALL <toPeople>l CALL <rePeople> <callType>l GET <rePeople,> ON THE LINE

I GET <toPeople> ON THE LINE <callType>l SET UP A <confType.> with
<rePeople>

I:SET UP A <confType> with <rePeople> <callType>.
<cmdHangup> ::= HANG UP <call> I DISCONNECT <call.> I END <call>.
<call> ::= THE CALL TO <toP~ple> I THE CALL FROM <f~anPeason>l <pointCaU> I <itCall>.
<message> ::= <pointMsg> I <itMsg> I THE <messagoType> FROM <IM~nPerson>

I THE <msgNum> <messageType,>.
<confI’ype.> ::= CONFERENCE CALL I TELECONFERENCE I VIDEO CONI~RENCE.
<messageType> ::= MESSAGE I REPLY.
<toPeople.> ::ffi <toPtzson>l <toPvrson> AND <toPerson>l <toPerson> AND <toPea’son> AND <toPcrson>

I <toPerson> <toPermn> AND <toPerson>.
<toPerson> ::= <name,> l <pointPerson>.
<pointP~son> ::= HIM I HER I THEM.
<callType> ::= AUDIO ONLY.
<msgType~ ::= AUDIO ONLY I TEXT ONLY.
~,nsgNum> ::= FIRST I SECOND I ~ I FOURTH.
<play> ::= PLAY I SHOW.
<pointCall> ::= THIS I THIS CALL.
<fromPetson> ::= <name> I <pointPorson>.
<name> ::= BRUCE KRULWICH l BOB LORD I MINDY COHN I MARK PAUL I PAID ALTO.
<agent> ::= EINSTEIN.
<pointMsg> ::= THIS I THIS MESSAGE.
<itCall> ::=IT.
<itMsg> ::= IT.

Figure 5: A grammar for communications management (fig. 3)

work with other ongoing research at CSTaR, particularly in support for multimedia collaboration
and communication.

Figure 4 shows the workspace of our communication manager system. In the center of the screen
arc messages, with the picaa’c of the sender and the narnc and date of the rmssage. These
correspond to multimedia messages that have been sent or have been left by people trying to call.
On the bottom are two areas for active or pending cans, with incomming calls on the left and
outgoing calls on the right. Along the left side is an area for feedback from the system, with the
Iccognizcd spoken sentence, the feedback from the talk and touch component, and the feedback
from the speech recognition subsystem.

Figure 5 shows part of the multi-modal semantic grammar for commands in the video
communications workspacc. This system allows far fewer ambiguous screen touches than the e-
marl system, due to the objects on the screen being more distinct and categorized, and due to lack
of support for commands like the forward this message to him and her command that we saw
earlier. Grammar tags such as <po~tMessage>, <pointCall>, and <pointPerson> correspond to
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Figure 6: A multi-point video conference sharing a document

screen touches, and none of the commands at this screen include references to more than one type
of screen object.3

As an example, if the user gives the command "send a message to Bob Lord and him," the
system will parse the sentence and attempt to resolve the single <pointPerson> reference. If there
is a single screen touch recorded, the system will attempt to interpret the touched object as a
person, be it the person shown in a picture, or the sender of an indicated message, or the other
person on a call. If no touch has been recorded, the system will use contextual references from
the previous commands, as discussed earlier. If none exist, a focused question will be posed to
the user.

A command such as "set up a video conference with Pale Alto, Mindy Cohn, and him" will
establish a multi-point video conference. If the <pointPerson> resolves with a touch to Bob Lord,
the conference shown in figure 6 will be started as soon as all participants are available. Calls and
conferences of this sort support a variety of multi-modal commands, through the grammar shown
in figure 7. As with the communications management grammar, the commands for video
conference control feature no multi-reference sentences, and are thus much simpler to interpret.

3 There are many issues involved in designing an interface to facilitate straightforward multi-modal interpretation,

which are beyond the scope of the present paper.
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4. Discussion and future work

The research that we have presented can be viewed from a number of perspectives, and raises a
variety of issues.

One of the critical issues in the research and development of speech recognition systems has bccn
the need for a grammar, or other sources of constraints on the input utterances, to allow for
accurate recognition of continuous speech (e.g., [Reddy, 1976; Lee et. al., 1990; Huang et. al.,
1993]. Early approaches used a finite-state grammar, such as a standard BNF grammar, for this
purpose. More recent research have generalized this approach to avoid its limitations by replacing
the finite state grammar with a statistical model of word ordering. In our research, however, we
have found grammar-based speech recognition to be suitable, primarily because of our need for
the multi-modal semantic grammars for interpretation. By using the same grammars for both
purposes, we integrate the processing of speech and interpretation, apply our semantic knowledge
cariy in processing, and facilitate improved performance.4 There may, however, be other benefits
of more general approaches, such as the ability to handle new names or phrases dynamically. We
are currently exploring this possibility.

Our approach has to date only been applied to resolving references to touched objects. There arc,
however, many other uses of gesture in speech [Feldman and Rime, 1991] that have been
investigated previously in multi-modal interfaces (e.g., [Bolt and Herranz, 1992; Keens, 1994]).
Our approach can easily be extended to include references to screen areas or numerical ranges
along axes. It is more difficult, and the subject of ongoing research, to incorporate gestures
representing the commands themselves (e.g., an "X" gesture for deletion) into our multi-modal
semantic grammars.

Lastly, it is crucial that we develop more powerful techniques for incorporating contextual
information. Just as we have developed successful approaches for designing grammars to support
multi-modal references, we have to enable our grammars to better support references to
contextually relevant objects and people. If we can integrate contextual references and gesture-
based commands into our integrated approach to multi-medal grammars, we will truly be able to
support high-quality interactions between people and computers.

Acknowledgments: We wish to thank Anatole Gershman, Dave Beck, Lucian Hughes, Steve
Sate, Kishore Swaminathan, and Larry Birnbaum for many useful discussions on the research
presented, and the innumerable visitors that have seen our demostrations for their feedback.

4 We are currently using the IBM Continuous Speech SystemTM, which is based on Carnegie Mellon’s Sphinx I

system. We have also used the PE400TM system from Speech Systems Inc.
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